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A dragon contractor? Expensive.Unless you're the woman Titus Kroll just fell madly in love with. As

a decisive, capable, and newly awakened metal dragon, Titus is used to seeing what he wants and

going after it. Right now that's Bree Durell, a sweet, curvy woman who needs help with her house

badly and can't afford to pay. Still, his heart says she's his mate, and no matter the price, he's ready

to serve her every need, whether that's repairing her home, healing her heart, or restoring her

trust.Bree Durell isn't looking for romance. She has enough on her plate with a crazed stalker, a

clumsy but adorable dog, and a house that's falling apart around her and too expensive to repair.

Though there is instant attraction when she sees Titus in all his tall, blue-eyed, muscular glory at

Rent-A-Dragon, she's sure she can't afford his fee. So when Titus shows up on her doorstep with an

offer she can't refuse, she vows she will only keep things professional, no matter how wickedly

talented he might be with his hands.As Titus and Bree work in close quarters, sharing a home and a

few steamy encounters, there are big threats circling. From an ancient friend-turned-enemy, to

rogue dragons obsessed with vengeance, Titus is going to have his hands full if he wants to protect

his newly-built life.Titanium is the third book in the Rent-A-Dragon series! It contains stubborn

dragons, action-packed fights, and hot, steamy dragon romance. Enjoy!
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I love all of the dragon books that Terry writes, but I read this one really fast, so it has to be too

short!In the continuing story of the metal dragons we have Titus, the Titanium dragon. When Bree

needs someone to help her fix her dilapidated house up, she calls on Rent-a-Dragon. Titus doesn't

need a lot of time to determine that Bree is his destined mate, but she is going to need some time to

accept him. Bree has been scared off men by a man she thought was her friend and mentor. She

has fled to get away from his influence and control. Unfortunately, the house she bought without

having an inspection needs a LOT of work. This man is threatening to have it condemned, which

would mean Bree would be penniless and homeless and forced to come back to him. She is NOT

going to allow that to happen, and neither is Titus.The precious metal dragons will make another

appearance, and issues will be sorta resolved. I think these will be the next dragons we will meet up

close and personal. I can't wait to see what eventually happens with Mercury, who made his

appearance in the last book. He is the ultimate bad dragon now that Aegis is tamed.

I'm really enjoying this Rent-a-Dragon series! Bree Durell has been tricked, controlled and lied to far

too often. Now, she needs a contractor to fix her home, so she can realize her dreams of freedom.

Titus is just the guy to do the job. Bree is strong, determined and very wary. I personally think Titus

is adorable, but she's got him between a rock and a hard place. Whatever he does, it will look like

he's just like the others.Watch what happens when Titus strives to win his mate. There are battles to

be fought, enemies to vanquish, answers to puzzles, mates to appreciate and love. And, still more

to come, I believe. Enjoy!

3.5-4 starsThis was a pretty good story. I liked Bree and Titus and enjoyed their story. I will say that

it's kind of similar to the other Rent-a-Dragon stories so it might be best not to read them too close

together.Bree is an artist that is on her own and living in a run-down house that desperately needs

some TLC. Bree grew up with an emotionally abusive father who was extremely controlling. She

escaped him when she went to college but then (after college) got involved with a man, Geoffrey,

that seemed to be a mentor for her as an artist....until he started getting controlling and tried to trap

her.Titus is a Titanium dragon that is many centuries (or maybe millennia) old. He and his ship

mates (think old Viking types) set out from their home to find mates but a wave capsized their ship

and they were frozen in ice until the Oracle found them and thawed them out. Titus and his



shipmates have been staying with Aegis, Opal & Citrine (from "Emerald Dragon" from the

Awakened Dragons series) while they get acclimated to the modern world and try to find their

mates.When Bree escaped Geoffrey, she took what money she had and bought a house on a piece

of land that she loved. Unfortunately, since she paid cash for the house, no inspection was

performed and the house was in much worse shape than she thought it was. Geoffrey came around

and threatened to call the inspectors and have the house condemned so she'd be without a place to

live and would be forced to go back to him. Bree contacted many contractors about repairs but they

were all too expensive...which is how she ended up going to get an estimate from Rent-a-Dragon.

Bree meets Titus during the meeting but she's convinced she could never afford their services and

leaves. Titus goes to see her later, convincing her that they need the good reviews more than

money and he'll work on her house if she does a portrait for him. Bree thinks the deal is too good to

be true but takes it out of desperation.Because of her past, Bree isn't too thrilled at the idea of

getting involved with a man. She's convinced that she'd end up involved with someone else that

wanted to control/take advantage of her and she's very resistant to that. There's a strong attraction

between Bree and Titus but she fights it and Titus doesn't push because he wants to earn her trust.

It's a bit of a dance between them as Titus tries to take a step forward with her while attempting to

keep her from taking 2 steps back. Titus' situation isn't helped when Platinum (aka Sever) comes

calling, acting like a friend/co-worker to Titus and because of the tight rope Titus is walking with

Bree and the secrets he's keeping from her, he has to go along with Sever. Sever has a grudge

over something from their past that Titus doesn't really understand but it's soon apparent that Sever

thinks that stealing Titus' mate would be a good revenge. It takes some time and effort but things do

work out and the story ends with Bree and Titus happily together and heading for a HEA.This was a

pretty enjoyable story. Bree was a good heroine. She had definite issues but I was happy that she

didn't let her fears control her for too long. Titus was a good hero and did the best he could to win

his woman while taking care of her (in a way she could accept). Overall, their story was enjoyable

and I would recommend it. :)

Having one hot sexy contractor working on home repairs can be distracting, but when two are

suddenly in the picture? This equals a storyline that will make you skip a meal to find out the

conclusion! A woman trying to establish her independence crosses paths with these amazing rent a

dragon's! It was so very easy for me to drift off into this tale and ride the waves of emotions. Humor,

fear, conflict ,love, all the elements are there. Book three holds up this series reputation to deliver!



I loved this book! Titus and Bree were definitely made for each other. I loved how Aegis stepped up

and was the true mentor that Titus needed when his crew was busy with their own mates. However

everyone was there when they were really needed...fighting like the barbarians Aegis always

referred to them as. Sever and Titus showed how true friendship never dies. The spin at the end

leading to future books has me so excited. I love the action and the romance but what really brings

me back to Terry's books is the humor. The funny interactions between characters is classic. I can't

wait to see what Citrine comes up with for the noble dragons. I already know it will be hysterical.

Yay!!!! Titus gets a mate!!!!! We also get more interactions with Aegis, and the Prescious metal

dragons.... Titus gets to meet Bree, an artist who needs a handyman, and seems to be in trouble.

Things in her last make her afraid of controlling possesssive people. Titus wants to love her and

protect t her, not own her. You also get fight scenes, pieces of the puzzle from the past, and

Mercury is in the mix too. Truly wonderful like all of Terry Bolryder's books!!!!! I bought a copy, but

received a gifted arc, and voluntarily left my review. Love it. I can't wait for more books, and hope

Citrine, and the precious metal dragons get mates and stories, too!!!!

Titus and Bree was a eye opener it answered some questions about why the other crew the

precious metals were attacking them all. Now we get to see what happens in the next installment of

this great series. Like the other metal dragons Titus had to fight for the love of his mate. He had to

make her understand that mating with him would not be another trap. I love this series come find out

why.
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